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"Nothing takes the taste out of peanut butter quite like unrequited love.
Charlie Brown, 'Peanuts'

Witt libera triumphs in tight gam
Chris Sweeney

keeping the Scots at a distance for a
majority of the half. Down 34-1- 9,
Wooster began their comeback as
The College of Wooster (19-- 3,
they sparked a 15-- 6 run of their own,
men's basketball team ran into capped by Tom Port '07 arid Devin
A 12-a setback on their road to claiming
Faulk "08 three pointers to cut the
their third straight NCAC title last lead down to six (40-3- 4)
at halftime.
Saturday. This is thanks to none
But Wittenberg increased their
other
than
NCAC
nemesis
lead to 10 less than a minute after the
'Wittenberg University (19-- 3, 11-- 2)
second half started and kept the
who came into Timken Gymnasium
Scots at bay for the next five minutes.
and handed the Scots their first Down by eight, the Scots pounced
NCAC loss by the count of 74-7- 1.
again as Port forced a turnover, then
Wooster still maintains a one-- - James Cooper '08 found Faulk in the
game lead in the conference, so all corner for a big three to cut the lead
the Scots have to do is win out and down to five.
,
they will win the NCAC outright. A
Wittenberg answered right back,,
loss could send the race to tiebreakbut Faulk had an encore in store as
ers if Wittenberg keeps pace.
he hit another three off a Port assist
Wittenberg rose three spots to No. to make it 4.
The Tigers would
7 in the latest D3hoops.com national
;
not let the Scots back in, hitting a
poll due to their win. Wooster, on the
three of their own and maintaining a
other hand, dropped to No. 5. seven-poi- nt
lead for the next five
Amherst College (23-remains at minutes.
No. while
Point (18-Port hit a jumper in the paint with
rose up from to No. 2. St. Thomas
11:28 left to cut the lead down to
and defending five. Then on the next possession,
University (19-national
champions
Virginia Faulk came through with yet another
round out three pointer to bring the Scots
Wesleyan College (19-the top five at No. 3 and No. 4.
within two at 56-5- 4.
The Tigers exploded out of the
gates, jumping to a 15-- 5 lead and See "Wittenberg," page '8

Sports Editor
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Timken Gymnasium crowd of 3,776 packed the stands to witness another classic
game between the two conference powers Wooster and Wittenberg. All Wooster students
wore black in a spirited effort to'black out" the gym (Photo by Mac Buehler).
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Third lecture addresses issues surrounding Latin America

3

ers were elected because of the

Theodore Hickey

supreme inequalities anjJ poverty" in
Voice Staff
the region.
Nicole Spencer, associate to the
In what she described as the "the
president
of
most unequal region in the world ...
and
think
tank
for
Dialogue.'a
"center
concern for economic security influcomand
enced the recent presidential elecpolicy analysis, exchange
munication on issues in Western tions."
Hemisphere affairs," addressed the
She classified Hugo Chavez of
question of "Can Latin America Venezuela, Evo Morales of Bolivia
Foresee a Finer Future?" at the third
and Daniel Ortega of Nicaragua as
installment of the Great Decisions the three "radical or potentially radilecture series.
cal" leftists in Latin America.
She contrasted this with the more
Spencer, a native of Yellow Spring,
Ohio, developed a concise summary
"moderate" leftists recently elected
of the current political alignments in president, whose ranks include Alan
Latin America, focused on the beneGarcia of Peru, Michelle Bachelet of
fits for Latin Americans of compreChile and Luiz Inkio Lula da Silva of
hensive immigration reform in the Brazil.
United States and explained some of
Ortega has "signed on to the
the foundation underlying the poverSocialist Revolution," sponsored by
Chavez. However, Spencer said that
ty of the region.
The current political climate in Ortega faces a unique set of chalLatin America is often characterized
lenges compared to other signers like
Morales or Fidel Castro of Cuba
as a "leftist wave," she said. This
"leftist wave" has spawned from the because Ortega is currently receiving
aid from and wants to maintain
12 presidential elections over the past
14 months in distinct countries in
strong ties with the United States.
Latin America where, she said, "lead
Spencer questioned "how radical

1

Inter-Americ-

Nicole Spencer focused much of her lecture on the implications that come with elections of three "radical leftist" presidents in Latin America (Photo by Elena Dahl).

an

Ortega's presidency will turn out
to be" as a member of Chavez's Social
Revolution and the United States-backCentral American Free Trade
.
Agreement (CAFTA).
Morales, whom she described as
the "first indigenous president of
Bolivia" and a former "leader of a
cocoa growers'. union," may also not
have as many socialistic leanings as it
appears. After tough Jobbying by
Morales
neighboring countries,
decided not to nationalize part of
Bolivia's mining sector,
This signals, she said, an undercurrent in his policy making that demonstrates how "national
often trumps "idealism."
In contrast to the more radical leftist, the emerging center-le- ft
of Latin
America
that includes Garcia,
Bachelet and Lula has "embraced
both free market and social reform,"
Spencer said. Although these moderates are "friends" of the United
States, they have also displayed "their
from the United
independence"
ed

self-intere-st"

See "Spencer," page 2

Lowry ice rink recreated for the first time in 20 years
generally welcomed idea.
roast hot dogs and s'mores as they
"I think it's sweet," said Caitlin
skate. Ultimately, ice skating events
McNulty '10. "I'll go skating every will be arranged by W.A.C."
Though it's a generally welcomed
Behind Lowry, The College of day once they get done making it."
Wooster is freezing up a winter treat
Though it seems like a great idea, idea, the prospect of paying for skate
rental may dis
for the students. On the coldest
tnere is one
some
courage
The "This space was actually
nights of this week, Dean of problem.
students from
Students Kurt Holmes and a small
College
of
designed for an ice rink, enjoying the
group of volunteer students stood Wooster doesn't
1
1
1
-- A
new ice rink.
behind Lowry with a hose and the own any ice
nououy was- sure
"If it costs
strong will to revive what is said to skates.
i
i
i
lt s Deen since anything, I'm
we re cur- be a long tradition, albeit one that's
not doing it,"
rently in negoti- - we did this last."
been dormant for a while.
Alec
said
"We're really hoping this works ations with the
Alice Noble Ice
Springer '10.
out," said Holmes optimistically.
KURT HOLMES
Skate rental
"This space was actually designed for Arena here in
DEAN OF STUDENTS
or not, Holmes
Wooster to rent
an ice rink, just nobody was really
sure how long it's been since we did out a couple hundred pairs of skates. said they are trying to rent the
this last. One member of the cook Ideally, we'll be able to lend the broomball sticks from the ice arena as
staff seemed to think it has been over skates to students for free," said well, and there may be a revival of
Holmes. "If worse comes to worse we this fall's tournament.
20 years since we did this."
As much of the future of the ice
he
was trying to might have to charge a small fee for
When asked why
is still up in the air, students will
also
rink
rental.
We
want to get
bring back the old ice rink, Holmes skate
down
have
so
here
to keep their eyes open for
said he thought it would be a great some portable fire pits
fire
and future updates.
thing for students to have again. It's a students can warm up by the

Hugh Brown
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Jen Danhoffer condemns the
license plate thievery that
occurred on campus last
week. See page 3.

v
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Ross Buchanan claims that
the United States must work
with Iran on issues in the
Middle East. See page 3.

A new weekly love advice

column by Von Chorbajian

and David Alexander debuts
this week on page 4.

senior
theatre
Three
majors performed their
Independent Study recitals
this past weekend. Read
the reviews on page

The annual Voice Valentines

appear on pages

4

and

5.

5.
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,
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News
Viewpoints

Despite the cold weather, many students and members of the
administration poured water behind Lowry, in the evening on
Feb. 5 to help set the ice rink (Photo by Andy Maloney).

-

another close game '
against rival Witt, Wooster
1
falls
and loses its first
conference game of the
season. See page 8 for the
continued story.
In

74-7-
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CAMPUS

Acclaimed poet reads work at the College

Event celebrates faith

Voice Staff

Alexandra DeGrandchamp

The Office of Interfaith Campus
Ministries is sponsoring the first
Festival of Faiths from Feb.
The Office of Interfaith Campus
Ministries bills the event as a "guided
tour of faith groups on campus."
Interested students, faculty and staff
will be accompanied by a host as
observers and will be invited to ask
questions about their surroundings.
The Festival begins today with the
Sitting on Fridays meditation in
McGaw Chapel at 4:30 p.m. Newman
Catholic Student Association is hosting a Mass at 5 p.m. on Sunday in
Mackey Hall, followed by a home-cookmeal. OASIS and the Wooster
, Christian Fellowship are sponsoring a
worship session on Thursday, Feb. 15
at 7:30 p.m. in the Babcock Formal
Lounge.
The Muslim Student Association
prayer on Friday, Feb. 16, is open to
the public at 1:50 p.m., and Hillel is
hosting a Shabbat dinner the same
night at 6 p.m. in Babcock Dining
Hall.
En Route will wrap up the
Festival with a Protestant worship
service on Sunday, Feb. 18, at 7 p.m. in
Mackey Hall.
All events are free and open to the
public. To make reservations or for
more information, contact Nancy
Jackson at extension 2602.
9--

18.

ed

LOCAL

Poet Antle Rubin presented a collec
of poetry from her first anthology
Learning to Speak" Wednesday
evening in Kauke Hall.
Rubin's work, though recently dis
covered, is highly acclaimed in the liter
ary world. Rubin received the 2004
Stan and Tom Wick Poetry Prize from
Kent State University Press and the
2006 Great Lakes College Association's
New Writer's Award for Poetry. Her
work had previously been published in
journals including River Styx, The
Midwest Quarterly and Potomac
Review.
She received degrees from
Louisiana State University and New
York University in English and
Creative Writing.
The reading, sponsored by the
Department of English, Artful Dodge
literary magazine and the Donaldson
Fund, was modestly attended by stu
dents, faculty and community members.
Rubin's reading was accompanied by
light refreshments, a question-and-answ- er
tion

period and a book signing. Over
30 original poems were presented by
Rubin in the course of an hour..
'

Rubin's visit to the College was the
second stop on the GLCA tour. Rubin
spent the afternoon with English
department chair Daniel Bourne's

The Wayne County Commissioners
have agreed to write a letter of recommendation to help the city of Wooster
secure a new park.
The proposal is spearheaded by the
Wooster
Parks and Recreation
Department.
The land, located
between Oak Hill and Mechanicsburg
roads, near Wooster High School, was
donated by the Donald E. and Alice M.
Noble Foundation.
The proposed park, including 100
acres of land, would contain one pavilion, a restrooni; bike and hiking trails
and sledding hills!'
The city is applying for a $600,000
grant from, the Clean Ohio
Conservation Fund. If received, the
money would help offset the projected
$2.4 million project.
"

NATIONAL

Voice Staff
Seven international universities
will partner up with Royal Caribbean
Cruises to bring international stu
dents together on a
voyage to different country ports.
This program, The Scholar Ship, will
be the first study abroad program to
visit several countries while fostering an international community
while at sea in order to help prepare
students for the globalizing business
world.
"It gives students an opportunity
to study for a long period of time
with students from all over the
world," said Steve Agins, public relaone-semes-

tions

Palestine opens
Hamas peace talks
Palestinian President Mahmoud
Abbas and Hamas met in Mecca, Saudi
Arabia on Wednesday to forge a peaceful regime in Palestine. President
Abbas spoke of his desire to create a
"unity government" between the rival
factions of Hamas and Abbas's Fatah

consultant

of

ter

Halstead

Communications. Agins added that
The Scholar Ship has received appli

Rubin's poetry consists of short
descriptions of a particular moment.
Rubin focuses primarily on "woman's"
issues: motherhood, illness, single parenthood, the roles of males and females
and domestic issues. During the reading, Rubin presented her vividly
descriptive poems in a clear voice, paus-

ing occasionally to insert snippets of
autobiographical, information when
essential to understanding the piece.
Many of Rubin's poems contain dark
imagery, but Rubin wants readers to
take more than the drudgery of existence from her work. "I guess that's just
life, a lot of pain and tragedy," Rubin
said, almost apologetically. Rubin wants
her poetry to "transcend the pain" and
give readers "a feeling of not toeing
alone." Despite the dark imagery, Rubin
states that her pieces also carry a
sage of "beauty, truth and joy."
Rubin's work was
by
those in attendance. Joanne Lehman of
Apple Creek has attended readings of
Rubin's poetry before. "I really enjoy
her poetry," said Lehman. "It really
takes you to another place."
Bourne concurred, stating that he
was "really attracted to the way
Rubin is able to explore ... philosoph- well-receiv- ed

cations from 80 countries.
One of the few things that the students will have in common is language. Ronald Zighelboim, Chief
Marketing Officer for The Scholar
Ship said, "English is the official language, but the program encourages
al
exchange."
Students will also be encouraged
to create clubs in order to learn as
much from each other as from the
cross-cultur-

faculty.

Zighelboim said that the program
has received more than 1,400 applications. U.S. applications make up
about one third and of those; many
are from small liberal arts colleges.
Nevertheless, he said that this
gram is seeking to create an international feeling to the curriculum.
However, as most big opportuni
ties such as this program are con

Jonah Comstocki.
L.

g.

News Editor
On Tuesday, Feb. 6, Carolyn Durham,
professor of French and Comparative
Literature, delivered the first in a series
of Faculty At Large lectures. Her presentation,
"Cinematic City:
The
Construction of Paris in 21st Century

:
a
i
m
American
Film," was ibasedi on research
she conducted while on her recent study
leave in Paris, France.

As well as giving some general comments, Durham discussed in depth the
2004 film "Before Sunset" and the 2002
release "The Bourne Identity." Durham
concluded with brief comments on
some other noteworthy films.

long-abandon-

i

K
i

ed

Briefs compiled by
Alexandra DeGrandchamp

On page 2 of last week's News section, the article "Storage issue unresolved" mentioned
that Steven
Hammerschlag '08 had an item stolen
from S.G.A. storage. In fact he had
his TV and his surround
two
sound. An editor erred.
In last week's Arts section (page 6),
in the story "Personal Foul, Prostyle
open for U.S.A. Break Dancers" a
photo was credited as courtesy WAG
The photo was taken by Katharine
Tatum. An editor erred.
While we strive for excellence every
week, we too may fall short. Please si nd
your corrections to voiceuiooiter.edu.

anthology, "Learning to Speak," on Wednesday
(Photo by Katharine Tatum).
ical human issues of birth, death and
love." Students also got much from the

evening

and one in the spring, for new writers.
"I'm very excited by these poets and fictional writers beginning to be

experience.
Marissa Marangoni '07 said Rubin's
reading was "good. I really enjoyed it ...
it was like having someone's journal
read out loud." Bourne and the department of English sponsor two GLCA
poetry readings a year, one in the fall

well-kno-

wn

and coming to the College," said
Bourne.

The next poetry reading sponsored
by the department of English is scheduled for the week of April 9, when poet

Robert Mezey will present his work.

cerned, it was not easy to gain the
The relationship between Royal
financial recourses necessary. "The Caribbean and The Scholar Ship may
biggest challenge we always had was also prove to be mutual. Zighelboim
funding," said Zighelboim.
explained that as Royal Caribbean
He explained that during the first starts looking for different uses for
meeting in January 2003 Royal older ships, they might donate boats
Caribbean liked the concept of The to the program as it grows.
Scholar Ship, yet did not want to parThe Scholar Ship will depart from
ticipate immediately since the events Piraeus (Athens, Greece) and then
of 9 1 1 were still fairly recent, maktravel to ports in Lisbon (Portugal),
ing it a risky and sensitive time for Panama City (Panama), Guayaquil
this kind of program.
(Ecuador),' Papeete (Tahiti), Suva
However, in early 2004 Royal (Fiji), Sydney (Australia), Shanghai
Caribbean called representatives of (China), Okinawa (Japan) and Kobe
The Scholar Ship back to discuss the (Japan).
details.
The contributing universities are
While the faculty selected for The , Al ,Ak,hawayn University,. Cardiff
scholar ship will concentrate on .University,
pudan
University,
developing the Curriculum, Royal Macquarie University Tecnologico
Caribbean will offer extensive servicde
Monterrey, University of
es of health, safety and more, which California Berkeley and University of
come from 35 years of experience.
Ghana.

.

-

.

.

.

i
Durham's
lecture focused on the pub
lic perception of Paris, noting the role
of the Eiffel Tower as a "cliched signifi--er
of Paris as the romantic and pictur- esque." Traditionally, American filmmakers have used Paris as a backdrop
for romantic films, capitalizing on its
beauty and the feelings rnqst Americans
associate with it, as well as strengthening those perceptions. Durham argued
that the 21st century has seen a shift
from that use of Paris to a
usage of the city that plays with
the clich&l view of it.
Durham mentioned the high number
of film sets for commercials, short films,
TV shows and feature films she
encountered in Paris, noting that since
the French government discovered that
62 percent of foreigners visit Paris
because they've seen it in a movie, it
now encourages filming there.
"It's quite easy to get permission to
shoot in Paris," said Durham. "During
the day, for instance, you can shoot in
front of the Eiffel Tower for free. If
you want to film at night, however, you
have to pay the copyright to the person
who designed the nighttime lighting of
the tower."
Durham showed clips from "Before
Sunset" and "The Bourne Identity" and
talked about the unorthodox way in
which the two films used Paris. In
"Before Sunset," for instance, the main
plot of the movie involves two characters, Jesse and Celine, having a long
conversation while walking the streets
of Paris. From a Parisian perspective,
t-- v

.

self-conscio- us

Party.

Since December, more than 90
Palestinians have been killed in violence between the parties.
A peace deal between the two could
help legitimize Hamas's. role in
Palestinian politics. Hamas is considered a terrorist organization by the
international community, and many
entities, such as the United States,
refuse to financially support Palestine
With a Hamas-le- d
government.
These peace talks come at a crucial
time for Palestine. Israeli Prime
Minister Ehud Olmert has agreed to
meet with Abbas and U.S. Secretary of
State Condoleeza Rice on Feb. 19 to
resume
peace talks
between the rival neighbors.
Western countries oppose the
Palestinian unity government unless
Hamas agrees to recognize Israel's
existence and forgoes its terrorist
roots, which could stall talks between
the group and Fatah, as well as the
pending talks with Israel.

Poet Anele Rubin presented selected poems from her new

Durham gives talk on Parish role in
I

'

ative writers.

Scholar Ship to set sail on international voyage
Chandra Asar

New park proposed

Advanced Writing ine Fictional Forms
class, answering questions and sharing
ideas and opinions with blossoming cre-

ti

Professor Carolyn Durham kicked off the Faculty At Large
lecture series with her presentation on the use of the city of
Paris in recent American films (Photo by Chloe Reed). '

'

U.S. film

Durham noted, it is obvious that the ini
tial scenes are perfectly consistent with
the actual layout of the city, 'but that'
subsequent cuts jump erratically around
the city, 'putting the characters, for
instance, on the other side of a river
they never crossed.
Durham theorized that these jumps
were intentional on the part of the filmmaker, partly to disorient the audience
and force them to see Paris in a new
way, and partly as a component in using
the walk as a metaphor for their conversation
for instance, after the single
sighting of the Eiffel Tower in the film,
the conversation begins for the1 first
time to incorporate the characters'
romantic feelings for one another.
With reference to "The Bourne
Identity," Durham said "Paris plays a
highly paradoxical role
Jason Bourne
comes homes to a familiar city which he
has never seen before." She commented
on the appropriateness of pairing Paris
with a recovering amnesiac
for audiences who have never been to the city
but seen it many times on film, Paris is
both exotic and highly familiar.
Furthermore, the film uses aerial
establishing shots exactly three times
and always for a very specific symbolic
purpose
often using the romantic
nature of Paris to keep the love story
alive alongside the international thf iller
aspect of the story.
Durham gave her lecture to a full
house in Room 009 of Severance Hall,
and was received with considerable
applause.

Spencer continues Great Decisions series

Spencer
continued from p.

1

States, she explained.
Spencer transitioned into a discussion on immigration by describing
why Latin Americans immigrate here,
saying they "can't find jobs that pay
enough or find jobs at all" in their
home countries.
In support of what she called "comprehensive
immigration
reform,"
Spencer noted that "immigrants are
more likely to start their own businesses" than current U.S. citizens.

She bolstered her argument for an
immigration reform plan similar to
that presented by President Bush,
calling it "a gesture of good will that
would foster better relations with
Latin America."
With the new Democratic majority
in both houses, and before the political
focus in Washington switches to the
2008 presidential elections, Spencer
argued that that this country has a
"rare political oportunity" to tackle
the immigration problem and do
something "right now" to help Latin
America.

Spencer noted that compared to the
two billion dollars in foreign aid the
United States sends to Latin America,
immigrant families working in the
United States send home $50 billion
in remittances.
Latin America's "history of clien-tism- ,"
the practice of Presidents providing political supporters with
"immediate material goods" on arrival
in office, as Chavez has done, is one of
many causes of Latin America's
underdevelopment, she said.
"It is not sustainable nor does it
address the more systemic problem

of poverty and inequality in Latin
America," said Spencer.
The annual Great Decisions lecture
series, which this year is titled, "No
easy fixes: global dilemmas in an age
of uncertainty," is now in its, 27th
year of existence.
James Sterba, professor of philosophy at the University of Notre Dame,
will speak at the fourth lecture. Sterba
will pose the question, "Can we have
both liberty and equality?" on
Tuesday. It will be held in the Gault
Recital Hall of the Scheide Music
Center.
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Editorial cartoon by Andy Maloney. Send comments to amaloney09wooster.edu.

Use career resources United
States should work with Iran

They always say that going to college is the first step: toward a degree,
toward a career, toward the future.
But once we go to college, the
inevitable question is, "Then what?"
Many of us didn't come to
Wooster knowing what we wanted to
do for the rest of our lives. Many of
us will leave college, still not knowing, and usually not too happy about
that.' We go to a liberal arts college
that encourages us to explore disciplines and opportunities, but we
often need a solid foundation on
which to build to look toward the
future. That's why Wooster has
Career Services, which offers a variety of free services to students of all
class years.
Career Services, located in the
Rubbermaid Center (behind Holden
Annex),' is staffed with books,
instructional pamphlets and knowledgeable individuals who are there to
help students who need direction,
whether that is toward a major, a
graduate school, a short-ter- m
summer or
job or a lifetime career.
Career Services offers students
career advising, career assessment
tests, help building up a portfolio,
resume" and cover letter and 'even
gives students interview practice,
often by tailoring an interview to the
student's career path. Director Lisa
Kastor has 19 years of experience
helping students hone their job
searches, refine their resumes and
post-gradu-

ate

pick their majors. Jim Butler, assistant
director, has been with Career Services
since 2001, and has 32 years of experience in public education, with the
majority in administration. Helpful
administrative
staffer
Marylou
LaLonde and student employees give
their time to support a service that
Wooster students are lucky to have
available.

The Voice staff, seniors and underclassmen alike, can attest to the welcoming and helpful staff at Career
Services, and we encourage all students
no matter your class year,
your major, whether or not you have
"life goals"
to take full advantage
of the free services the College has
to offer. Career Services is open from
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday, and has a library of resources
for you to peruse, even if you don't
make an appointment to meet with a
staff member. They also hold workshops and seminars and have an
online database that each student can
access to build an individual job
search profile.
To learn more about Career
Services and the free services they
have to offer, visit the Web site at
www.wooster.educareer, or call
extension 2496 to ask questions or
set up an appointment. No one
expects you to, know exactly what
you want from life; but if you're
beginning to ask yourself those
questions and think you'd like some
answers, Career Services can help.

The United States has weakened in
the Middle East and must begin to
open up to Iran to begin regaining its
lost strength. The United States' ability to exert any sort of influence in the
region has been undermined by the
loss of botli moral
and
coercive

a relationship with Iran. Put simply,
the Iraq war has hurt U.S. regional

spontaneous candlelight vigils for the
victims of the terrorist attacks. This is
interests to the point where the far more support than the United
United States needs all the friends it States had expected from a country it
can find in the Middle East.
has considered hostile since 1979. Of
Iran still often refers to .the United course, that was before the election of
States as "the great Satan" and seems to the very
Ahmadinejad,
many as an unlikely partner. However,
who came to power shortly after
power.
beneath all of the harsh rhetoric by
President Bush categorized Iran as a
The 2003 invahardliners like Mahmoud Ahmadinejad,
member of the
Axis of Evil.
sion of Iraq has the Iranian president, there is potential
However, Ahmadinejad has recently
for a political partnership that resemgreatly strengthbeen dealt a serious political blow in
'i
L
ened the percepbles more closely the United Sates' relahis country's local elections, during
rossbuchanan
tion within the tionship with Europe than the cynical
which many of his hard-lin- e
political
region that U.S. actions are illegal,
alliances with ideological enemies such
allies were voted out of office.
immoral and inept.
as Saudi Arabia.
Opening up relations now is particuThis impression is hardly surprisIran is more
than is larly advantageous, for it will help to
ing, given the lack of legal basis for commonly believed. Historically,
they bolster the moderate,
the war, the lies to justify the war that have been far more socially progressive
elements in Iran's government. The
have become apparent (particularly the
than most countries in the Middle East Bush Administration has refused to
claims that Iraq was producing
or Central Asia. For example, Iran was rule out military action over Iran's
WMD) and the onset
nuclear program
of a civil war during
Bush must
if h and lias moved an
aircraft carrier into
will allow
The Iran war has
the region
as
?!sot ,r!fufced , ,the like Ahmadinejad to say, 'See, I told you
intimidation.
and
J
United States ability
J
.
President Bush
an
to apply coercive.e.miii- more
elements ...
understand
must
.i
lew
j VV Vl IAJ llll tilt.
that if he orders
en to do so by preoccupying jj large.,, experiencing women's rights.. movebombing of Iran, it will 'allow extremportion of the military and souring
ments in the early 20th century at ists like Ahmadinejad to say, "See, I
relations with traditional allies.
about the same time as such movetold you so" and undercut the more
Fully recovering strength
parments were taking place in Britain and
elements within Iran.
'
ticularly the sort of moral authority the United States.
President Bush would do well to start
the United States enjoyed during the
1 terrorist attacks,
After the
Iran healing the damage lie has done, as
first Persian Gulf War
will take
volunteered the use of their airspace opposed to making it worse.
many years. However, the United
for NATO rescue missions in the event
States should recover some of its lost a plane got shot down during the Ross is
a regular contributor to the Voice.
Middle East influence in the short to bombing of Afghanistan.
He can be reached for comment at
medium term by beginning to pursue
Some Iranian civilians even held
rbuchanan09wooster.edu.
anti-Americ-

an

J4l

so-call-

pro-Weste-

ed

rn

pro-Americ-

"President
understand that
orders bombing of Iran it
extremists
so,
undercut the

an

--

pro-Americ-

'

J

i

,

,
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Vandalism problem needs attention

American-internation- al

relations need
To the Editors:
This letter is in response to Gen
Pecharka's article "Get outside the bubble" dated Dec. 1, 2006. In your article
you touched upon some very important
issues that the College community faces

regarding integration of international
students with American students.
However, your perspective is
Let me provide you with
some additional facts to give you a better handle on the situation. The first
and most noticeable flaw in your article
is your statement that all international
students live in Babcock
"not placing
all the international students in one
ill-infor-

med.

place . . . everyone."
In fact, if you would have asked
someone at Residence Life, or the Office

of

International
Student Affairs
(OISA), you would find that more international students live outside of
Babcock than in Babcock. Another mistake that you make, something that is
implicit in your argument, is that you
cluster all international students into
one group.
You give the impression that it does
not really matter whether someone is
from a country in Africa or from a
country in Asia. Please don't forget that
someone from Jamaica is almost as foreign to an Indian student as is an
American student.
While I have no doubt that your

fine-tunin- g

intentions behind writing this article
were genuinely good, you make it sound
like it is the responsibility of the
College authorities, or worse yet, the
responsibility of the international community, to facilitate this "greater interaction" between international and
American students.
Furthermore, as much as I hate to
point this out, it seems that the motivation behind you wanting to know international students better has to do with
furthering your goal of becoming a
journalist by "starting to get a better
appreciation of cultures I might visit."
In fact, the reason Babcock isn't divided
up by nationality is because we aren't
museum artifacts for you to ogle at. As
for the girl from your first-ye- ar
hallway,
I am sure she had a valid reason for
moving out
It is easy to talk casually about culture shock until you actually experience
it. My advice: either learn to do some
research before you say something, or
make an effort to do something before
you complain.
I hope that the international student
population takes your message as an

indicator of this divide that some
American students feel with our community, and makes more of an effort to
dispel the myth of the international
student clique.
Akhil Banthia "08

TheJVoicejwelcomesJettersJoJheeditor
Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must arrive to the
Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed and include contact information. In addition, the Voice reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
Please send letters via
to voiceviewpointswooster.edu
Letters can also be sent by hard mail to 3 87, The Wooster Voice, College
of Wooster, Wooster, 01 1 44G9
e-m- ail

C--

1 .

1

If you're like me, you are probably
tired about hearing the latest prank or
act of vandalism. One of the reasons
why I came to Wooster is because it is
a safe, quiet little town.
I thought I wouldn't have to deal
with disrespectful
-students who vandalize dorms, such
as the major incident that happened
at Bornhuetter a
- "III-i fiw uiiarc' nnr Ami
J ,
jendanhoffer
,
,
iL
then there s always
the occasional broken window or graffiti on furniture and walls.
Have you been in the library lately?
I'm a big fan of nice, big fluffy arms
chairs; yet, every week, a little more
ink or a few more holes are oked on
the chair's arms. Or,
what about bulletin "I
boards and hall lit-rrations? How many find the

0
"

--

i

ii

-

S!:;ts:t::

over fall break.
Well, I was present in the dorm during fall break and during break when I
went to do my laundry one morning; I
had to watch my every step so I
wouldn't have slivers of glass imbedded in my slippered feet.
Why am I mentioning all these
minor acts of vandalism? About a
week and a half ago I was a victim to
the most ridiculous act of vandalism.
Someone stole my Pennsylvania
license plate off my car.
The incident happened either on
Saturday, Jan. 28 after 11:30 p.m. or
sometime on Sunday, Jan. 29. Some of
you may say, "Big, deal, so what, just
get a new one." Well, eventually I did
get new plates.
Monday, Jan. 29,
Security called me as 1 sat down to

my car and my parents just moved
from Pennsylvania. So I needed something called "power of attorney" from

the dealership my car was from, which
was Michigan, and I needed the original title, both of which needed to be
mailed.
Oh, not to mention I drove over an
hour just to get the office where I
learned all these details. So, I had to
fight with the Ohio license bureau to
give me temps tags while all this information was sent and then I had to go
on another driving excursion to get
my plates.
So, that was

another three hours.
And finally, to make my day, w hen I
tried putting the plates on, I couldn't
because the fabulous duo who took
my plates, stripped the screw sockets,
,

this year, a bulletin campus, however small. We
are .all
board has been scrib- , .
,
,
the law is wrong.
bled on by some
passers' by in annoy
ing ink or torn apart?
write a paper, that I needed to come to
Sitting in a chair full of holes or file a police report for my missing
walking by a bulletin hoard that serves plate. At first I thought the call was a
as a better advertisement for the effects
prank, so I walked down to the stadiof "war" may not bother some of you.
um to check out my car. Sure enough,
Yet it definitely Iwxhers itie.
my plate was missing.
Then, if you live in Holden, you are
Through the snow and freezing cold
re
of the vending machine I then walked across campus to make a
incident. Apparently, a couple of Pop report, spending most of the evening
Tarts and a little candy was so appealtalking to the police and my parents.
ing to some people, it was enough to Apparently, the stolen plates are a
tip the machine and crash it to the pretty major thing.
floor, causing glass to shatter everyFirst, it is a felony. Second, somewhere.
one could use your plates and then
While the Scots Key states that stucommit a serious crime. So I was a litdents collectively in a dorm need to tle scared and rather ticked off
pay for damages, having students pay
because I couldn't use my car until I
for a new glass front to the vending
was able to get temps.
machine was ruled out since most stuWell, I spent six hours trying to get
dents were not present in the dorms
temp tags two days later. Sec, I rent

breaking

well-awa-

SQ

I
don't want vour svmDathv.
j j
j - want jvonr hel n to
person responsible for stealing plates, or
a11
acts of vandalism that happen on

adults and

j

1;ti

tQ VAk

my ear to a deal- ership to have the
screw sockets
re-threa-

ded.

Now, sure, this
was all annoying.

But

I

don't want

your sympathy.

I

want your help to
find the person responsible for steal-

ing plates, or all the other acts of
vandalism that happen on campus,
however small.
We are all adults and breaking the
law is wrong. Those who misbehave
as adults need to face the big guys in
court. I want you to remember that
I'm not the only one affected by this
license plates crime. There" re others
out there, some not as lucky as me
only having a two-horoundtrip
drive to get new plates.
Also, the thieves even took plates off
a car in a disabled parking spot. Please
help catch these thieves.
ur

This is Jen's first editorial for the Voice.
She can be reached for comment at
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Doctors of love offer students Valentine's Day advice

Von Chorbajian '09 (left) and David Alexander '08 chuckle
over the letters they receive from the lovelorn, seeking advice
(Photo by Andy Maloney).
David Alexander
Yon Chorbajian
Staff Writers

bear in mind.
Most people entering into this type
of situation make the incorrect
assumption that 20 years would not
be that large of a gap.
However, this idea that the gap will
close, relatively speaking, as you both
age, is incorrect.
As Einstein proved in his Theory
of Relationship Relativity, if he is
twice your age at the beginning of
the relationship, he will actually continue to be twice your age for the rest
of your relationship (effectively
aging twice as fast). Time moves in
mysterious ways.
Also, beware: while you're eating
him with your eyes, he may be drooling at the prospect of a fresh kidney
people lust after
(all old 30
organs).
These issues aside, many would
argue that the brain is the most beautiful organ. As if!

ings because I can't stop undressing
him with my eyes. I just don't know
what to do.
X-r- ay

Dear David and Von,
Q
I'm in love with my professor who is
also my senior I.S. advisor. Though I
don't have class with him anymore, it
is difficult sitting through our meet

A

Vision

Dear

X-ra- y,

Assuming that you're okay with
his, shall we say, "worn-o- ut
parts,"
there is just one thing you should

Dear David and Von,
Q
I'm in love with a graduating senior,
and I think he might be interested too.
However, I'm concerned about him
leaving and carrying on a long distance relationship (or worse, him forgetting about me). What should I do?

Dear Sally,
Ditch the zero, get with the hero!

A

Hey, we'll both be here for a year and
a half.

But if you're set in your direction,
then consider: he won't be going anywhere if he doesn't graduate, so sabotaging that process in any way possi'
ble is certainly to your advantage.
Also, have you ever seen the movie
"Misery"?
Though hobbling may
cause some resentment, it is an effective means of keeping your man at
home. Medical single, anyone?

Dear David and Von,
Q
My girlfriend has a problem with
accepting gifts. For example, I put a
lamp (that I never use) in her room
because she is always studying in the
dark. Then she just put it back in my
room. How can I get her to just take
what I give her?
Also, she keeps putting wasabi packets in my drawers.
Rejected Romeo
A

Dear Rejected,

Wasabi? Why are you complaining
about anything? Go get some Bushi.

Dear David and Von,
Q
My significant other frequently

Sally Sophomore

to kiss me or touch me
inappropriately in public. I love
himher, but I am against PDA.
What should I do?
attempts

Bashful in Bissman

Dear Bashful,
them
Tell
to stop once. If they ever
do it again, you are fully justified in
spraying their face with mace, and
then tasering them in the neck.
The issue will probably never arise
ever again, from anyone, in public or
private. Then you will have plenty of
time to develop a closer relationship
with your Beanie Babies as you age
A

alone.
As appealing as this picture is, if
you're fortunate to have someone who
cares about you or is even willing to
enjoy youth with you, it doesn't make
much sense to waste it.
Seriously, what the hell is wrong
with you? Nobody likes a prude.
This is the debut column for David
Alexander and Von Chorbajian, advisors
in the art of love. They will continue to
advise the campus weekly in the Voice for
entertainment purposes only. If you have a
romantic quandary for them, they can be
contacted at dalexander08wooster.edu

and vchorbajian09wooster.edu.

Speed Dating playing Cupid this Valentine's Day
utes with each of the people on the
list. During this time, you can converse about any topic that interests,
you: your major, hobbies and so on.
Three minutes is brief enough to
Feeling gloomy this Valentine's
"avoid
Day? You don't have to spend Feb. 14
any awkwardness, but long
glaring at happy couples as they stroll enough to find out if you're interest- down the sidewalk
or ' ed in the other person. If you are,
tearing down the paper Cupids that Speed Dating provides a way for you
decorate your roommate's
wall. to continue your acquaintance: check
Instead, check out the Speed Dating
the box next to her or his name on the
session sponsored by Late Night list, and Program Coordinator
.
Activities.
Helena Iaquinta '06 will match those
Here's how the evening will work:
people who checked each others'
When you arrive, you will be given names.
a nametag and a list of all of the par"To keep a level of privacy, no one
else sees the lists besides me," she
ticipants of the opposite sex.
Each participant spends three min
explained.

Molly Lehman
Features Editor

hand-in-ha-

nd

,

"The matches are then sent
through campus mail to each person
so that they can pursue those that
matched if they are interested." You
may get that valentine in the mail
after all!
The event does require some
advance planning: sign-uare located at the front desk at Lowry Center.
Late Night Activities will also be
tabling in the lobby this coming week.
The event usually lasts around an
to
according
Iaquinta, who is eager to hold Speed
Dating in the more private faculty
lounge.
"It has a very comfortable feeling
after you light a few candles and
ps

hour-and-a-ha- lf,

people start to warm up to the idea,"
she said.
Speed Dating has been successful in
the past at Wooster.
"Last time we did this there were
over 20 matches and it seemed like
everyone who participated really
enjoyed the evening," said Iaquinta.
The event can be a fun one even if
you've already established your
sweetheart this year; friendships as
well as romances can be formed.
"I think it is a great opportunity for
students to meet potential friends as
well as dates," said Iaquinta.
Speed Dating will take place this
Wednesday, Feb. 14 in the faculty
lounge at Lowry Center at 8 p.m.

Sunday,
February 1 8
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Illustration by Julia V. Hendrickson.

To Brainyerd,

Thank you for giving up
your social life for me. I
appreciate your loyalty
and gratitude. Muah!
WoW
My Dearest ftCexa (H)
1 can no Conger keep my
feetingsfor you a secret
You are amazing.
With (ove,
?
P.S. Your cfotfies smefC

amazing.
To (Ml,

don't return my
phone calls. What up
with that. All Petas-aren'- t
You

like that.
Peace out home boy.
Mr. McCheeseberg

Charlie,
Will you come to Candy

Mountain with me?
love, leopleuridon

Happy Valentine's Day,
Dad! Boyfriends may
come and go, but I'll
always have my Dad.
You're the best! Love
you!!

To my (oyat'D.'A.,
Stick together Tocus
on tfie goodl ifever (et
darkness jre'ai( You
rock my wortdl
Low,
Ttumhfedore
Kylie,
You are amazing. I wish I

Katharine,
My (uscious Mo((y,
mien again sha(l(jfee( You'll never know because
you'll never let me show
your warm wet body

caressing mine?

Tfo

taste ojyour skin
daunts my dreams.
Vesyerateiy,

you how beautiful you are
to me. let's do some French
homework sometime,

love,
Sam

Dr. Pierce,
You're an amazing math
professor! Happy
V-Da-

Da
Ange(a grass,
1 m sorry Q missed our
date, don t date me too

much

9 (ove you,

Katharine

Katie Foulds,

Katharine,

You are the most
amazing rose!

'Erica Wicks

You re t he reason 1

Can I play

try to communicate.

love,

My Westminster

are the
Wolverine of my
love, you

heart,
love, Ryan
Jared,
I want to be your derivative so I can lie tangent
to your curves.

could spend every
S
minute of every day with
you. Unfortunately, there Caittin,
are classes and stuff.
You re a dork. You and
Dear Carbs,
Love,
I think we've been
your huttkins. 1 don t
Nathan
caught. My wife discovknow why 1 (ike you,
ered the Dominoes box I
iut a do.
Katharine,
the
urn. Close
hid under
Love,
Do you think I'm cute?
one.
Your Monkey
If so, call Christian.
B.O.B.

y!

kay

Cam,

with your Wii?

Your gigg(ef tfie reason 1 survived high

YourS.A.

school

You guys pretty

You

much rock my
socks off every
day. Don't ever
change.
Chalkey

get my jokes.

My heart sin tfie
right y(ace.

Jake
Amanda,
I'm so delighted to be
celebrating my third
Valentine's Pay with
you. Thanks for being
someone I can cuddle
with,
love.
Yours

Jess and Meg,

(My dearest Sauirre((y

Face,
1 adore you and wish you
atttfie turtCe (ove in the
entire universe tfiis
Valentine sTay.
Love,

furt(e

,
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Three theatre majors present Senior I.S. productions
The

1
Kenney's "WASP' was performed last weekend with Nelson-Croner- 's
show entitled "I Hate Packing," was a Hate Packing" and Midgley's 'A Certain Cure." Rachel Grinnan reviews.
witty, upbeat and sometimes sarcastic portrayal of what it's like to grow
Nelson-Croneup wit,h divorced parents.
script was rife with charm
and humor, and Sarah Lloyd '07 was
a perfect fit for the main character.
Although on one level it was a social
commentary on what divorce does to
1
a family, the play ends on a more feelwhen all is said and
good note
done, family is family, and they're the
only one you get.
The final production, Steve
Martin's "WASP," was directed by
Sarah Kenney '07.
Unlike the two staged readings,
this was a full production. The play,
a send-u- p
of the supposedly "perfect"
family of fifties sitcoms, was both
hilarious and poignant.
The set
design was incredibly effective with
out being too complex, and combined
the costuming and hair dressing to
immediately give that fifties feel.
Small vignettes parodying fifties
commercials
this
compounded
atmosphere.
Although all of the actors delivered strong performances,
Nick
Weiss '09 especially stood out with
an excellent sense of comic timing.
Megan Liber '09 made the most of a
brief appearance, playing an omnisPhoto courtesy Sarah Kenney.
cient being with whom the mother,
A comedy draws in an audience
portrayed by Alana Cueller '09, conRachel Grinnan
versed.
into a play and into one's story line,
s
Voice Staff
All in all, the I.S. productions were
and WASP did just that.
incredibly
One knows that a comedy is suof
This was
This Saturday many students at
an excellent chance to see I.S. at its
cessful if tbe audience laughs and
The College of Wooster attended
best
also if' the actors are well-cas- t.
That
giving students the rare the Wooster versus Wittenburg basopportunities that make Wooster ketball game. At the other end of said, the actors were brilliant, the
what it is.
play was a success and the audience
campus, tucked back in Shoolroy
seemed thrilled.
Theatre, was an amazing play perAlana Cuellar '09 played the moth1
formed by six individuals.
Sarah Kenney '07 directed her er, a woman talking to voices inside
her head. Nicholas Weiss '09 played
Senior Independent Study final perbut stern lather.
the
Feb.
formance on
3, 20Q7, presenting
'09
Danielson
played the son,
Scott
"WASP," a cometyby actor and
acceptance!
his
for
father's
eager
writer Steve Martin.
y,
"read
I
'10
played the
"When
Skye Gillispie
'WASP,'" Kenney
sister.
said, "I immediately fell in love. It
.
,,,.-Noah Lyons '09,; played the
had the perfect, subtle balance of
comedy and drama."
Premier Choir master Roger.;
At the beginning of each night's . Megan Liber '09 was the Voice.
Kenney commented on her cast,
performance of "WASP," a short
saying, "They never stopped trying
reading and performance took place.
Each of these screen plays were riew tilings until they found what
worked, and they were always willwritten and directed by a theatre
major within the department. On ing to push themselves to whatever
Friday night, Patrick Midgley '07 new levels of ridiculousness they
directed "A Certain Cure." On had to do."
WASP was a comedic piece about a
Saturday night, Katie Nelson-Cron- er
'07 directed "I Hate Packing." Both family as seen through the media as a.
were stage managed by Kristen series of sitcoms. Kenney's goal was
for her audience to see the familiar
Cooperkline '07.
"WASP" is a comedy set in the gender specific roles that each of her
characters played.
1950s. Kenney chose a comedy for
comedic
This was an
her I.S. piece because "it is much
harder to make someone laugh than
performance of elements that
enforced the wittiness and smart dia
to make them cry. A good comedy
of
logue of Steve Martin.
drama."
elements
employs many

3

play,

a

semi-autobiograph-

ical

r's

v

-

lf-
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For her I.S. production, Sarah Kenney directed Steve Martin's
WASP (Photo courtesy Sarah Kenney).
um of a staged reading, Marty and an

Nathan Comstock
Voice Staff
Seniors will tell you I.S. is a lot of
things
stressful, challenging and
even painful come to mind. But for
audiences at the theatre department's
I.S. productions this weekend, it was
something else
entertaining.
Seniors Patrick Midgley, Katie
Nelson-Cron- er
and Sarah Kenney

presented

performances

incredibly strong supporting cast
brought Midgley 's script to life, creating a gripping portrayal of art and war.
Nelson-Cronalso presented a
staged reading of an original play,
although her production felt somewhat more finished, incorporating
blocking, some props and costumes.

t:

ranging

from the sublime
a historical
drama about World War I
to the
ridiculous
a comedy set in the
fifties by actorcomedian
Steve
Martin. The productions were presented for three nights, from
Thursday to Saturday, vykh two performances each night.- - AJ1 three performances were thought- - provoking
and enjoyable.
Midgley, a history and theatre
double major, presented a staged
reading of an original play titled "A
Certain Cure," about the life of
Romantic poet and World War I veteran Robert Graves. The play
focused oh Graves' experience with
his muse, a mysterious woman
referred to as the White Goddess,
portrayed by Sarah Engdahl '08. Ian
Marty '08 gave an impressive performance as Graves. Though the
play's themes were dark, it managed
to incorporate just enough humor to
keep the audience engaged, without
undermining the play's message.
Even in the somewhat abstract medi

well-produc-

er

ed.

hard-worki-

high-energ-

boy-cra-

zy

over-the-t-

op

Photo courtesy Sarah Kenney.

Dear Recital,
You were good. But I'm glad
we were only together for '
one night.

'

ng

'Dearest Qammies,

Dearest DMB,

You are very important to us.
'take us to the 31 '

You are cute as a button.
Love,

i

Ml

ove,

Love,

Kath

Q ittfr

Music Ed Major

Justine

NickC
Marten

Nearest Patrick,

Zollinger,

You're my
still owe me five bucks. OK
and work out more. You're getting pudgy.
You

sugar-plu-

umpy-ump- y

m,

pumpkin, you're my sweetie-pie.
You're my cuppy-cake,

gum-dro--

Hohin anorexi,
(ost with-

woudhe
two.
We attnccSto get
out you
our (ives together.
--

ChaCkey

To all my Iceman Batches,
You are all my best batches
and I wish you all a great
Valentine's Day!

Illustration by

Eric Richardson.

Love,
Your Batch

Sara

Dear Voice Staffers,

thanks for fitting our

Love,
Katie

Wednesdays (andis or so
hours of our other Says) with
vaCuahte moments

Pear Pr. Seuss,
am annotating your book for
my I.S. Hope you don't mind.
Your admirer, Sara

I

Dere

ofjoy.

Your fearless LLCs,
Sara & Katie

Dear Wife,

'Ratchafratch.

4

Thanks to Jose, I can call you
that. You're my
not-so-snea- ky

Yours in
Tfo Schick

crime-fightin-

g

action,

Intuition

y.s. 'the SuiCSer Sucks witt
overcome.

I

p,

schnookums schnookums.
You're the apple of my eye.

God

iTxe 'Annex

Crowley 3s Aziraphale, and
love you.

honey-bunc- h,

fav.
LoVe, Your Wife
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Wesley Willis: a tribute to the artist
who made music from "warhellrides" "Monet in Normandy "
to exhibit in Cleveland
Using only his 1980s Casio keyboard, Wesley

Willis

Most of the musical artists I listen
to aren't dead. I mean, Britney may
look like death right now, but she's
g,
still a living, breathing
much like most of the
artists I listen to.
If you think about it, whether your
preferred musical
artists are alive
or dead is a pretty telling distinction between different .musical
tastes,
possibly
even worthy of
gillianhelwig
beine used to
describe favorite
music
on Facebook
("Britney,
Christina, Pussycat Dolls. . .anyone
living!").
.
Many people other than myself,
however, listen to mostly dead

created music as unique as his size and personality.

4
m

f

artists.
From the receptionist at the denr
loves oldies to your roommate whose dad got him into classic
rock at an early age, there are definitely people who like dead artists."'
I began thinking about affinities,,
illustration by David Duncan
for music by dead people when, at the
bequest of my uncle, I visited Jim to stories, about his life ("My
Morrison's grave during my time in Keyboard Got Damaged").
Paris.
Although fewer than 120 of his
Located in the beautiful Pere
songs are available on iTunes, some
Lachaise cemetery, the grave was estimate that he recorded over 1,000
covered in flowers, notes and other songs in his lifetime.
gifts from fans who had traveled
If you compare this generated
across the world to visit the final song to any of Willis.' original lyrics,
former Doors
resting place of-tthey are virtually indistinguishable.
frontman.
All that's missing is a carefully
In that moment, as I pondered
selected keyboard demo.
mortality and the transience of life, I
Although he is a relatively
realized that I do listen to an artist
he had a loyal fan base
who has passed on.
in his hometown of Chicago which
That artist is Wesley Willis.
grew after he was profiled by MTV
Wesley Willis was only 40 years
and appeared on Howard Stern's
old when he died from leukemia comshow in the 1990s.
plications on Aug. 21, 2003. In life,
Revered as he was by many, one
he was an outsider in many ways, piece of Willis lore that truly con- from his unusual size (6'6", 350 lbs.) veys the man's lovable zest for life
to his distinctive' musical aouri
also suffered! schizophreniif,4)tead-biiWr;,Willi- s
reportedly had a
his mental troubles served as the perpetual bruise in the middle of his
inspiration for much of his music "forehead from his
hellos,
because of the intense psychotic
and would often hold a fan's head in
episodes they caused.
his hands, demanding, "Say rock!"
Willis described his schizophrenia
and later, "Say roll!" when the fan
as "demons" in his brain who disruptcomplied.
ed his "harmony joy rides" and forced
Despite, selling out many of his
him into "warhellrides," a term he shows and being paid
nt
for
coined himself.
many albums, the, artist had a total
Despite (or perhaps because of) his life savings of less than $300 when
schizophrenia, he produced an intimhe died. He was profik'd in the 2003
idating volume of music throughout documentary entitled "The Daddy of
his lifetime.
Rock 'N' Roll" which was released
Using his 1980s Casio keyboard, just shortly before his untimely
Willis created and recorded hundeath.
dreds of songs by layering his origiLoved for his inventive style,
nal lyrics over the built-i- n keyboard
unmistakable personal traits and fredemos.
quent lyrical references to difficult
The subjects of his songs range subjects like bestiality and unruly
from tributes to celebrities ("Alanis
superheroes, Wesley Willis is one
Morissette") to angry messages to dead artist whose legacy will live on,
his demons ("Suck a Caribou's Ass") at least on my iPod.

tist who

r.
I

-- I

i

:

.

If you want

that typify the artist's style, use the
Wesley Willis song generator on
line (http-www.monzy.orgwes-ley- ).
Type in any title and a noun
related to the song's subject, and
you get your own Willis-styl- e
jam.
Here's one I wrote recently using
a beloved Wooster landmark:
.

he

You can really get in the groove.
You really whoop the horse.
1
Campesino is the best.
I like you a lot in the long run.

little-knownirt- ist,

EL CAMPESINO!!!
EL CAMPESINO!!!
EL CAMPESINO!!!
EL CAMPESINO!!!

.

You make the joyride music."
You really whoop a snow leopard.
You are my special frozen bever
ages.
You are a frozen beverages star.

--

day-to-d- ay

EL
EL
EL
EL

up-fro-

(rmnnnvy

Rock over London,
Rock on, Chicago.

Folgers

FutureSexLoveSounds
Justin Timberlake

Best Female Pop Vocal Performance
"Ain't No Other Man"
Christina Aguilera

Best Rock Song
"Dani California"
The Red Hot Chili Peppers

Best UrbanAlternative

Performance

was nominated

Once the recording was
finished, Gallagher was given the
responsibility of helping determine
how the numerous takes should fit
a daunting task, considertogether
ing how many there were to go
through.
The pieces were recorded with
many, many takes, by which I mean
oftentimes these recordings would be
done in segments of anywhere from
45 seconds to maybe two minutes at
once for a piece that's anywhere
between 17 and 25 minutes long. My
task was to listen to the takes with the
score, very carefully and closely, and
tell them, 'What I recommend is we
take this take up to this point,' and so
on. Eventually the finished recording

in

the category "Best
Instrumental Solo
-Performance w ith I
an
Orchestra."
The piece, the .title
of which translates
to "Exotic Birds,"
was written by jackgallagher
Olivier Messiean
and conducted by John McLaughlin

'.v'j

Williams.

Best RapSong Collaboration
"Smack That"
Akon featuring Eminem

called and asked me if I would serve as
producer," said Gallagher.

Song of the Year

Best New Artist

Carrie Underwood

Sunday, 10 a.m.

- 5 p.m.

and

Wednesday, Friday and Saturday
from 10 a.m. 9 p.m. The museum is
closed on Monday.
Tickets are $15 for adults and $10
for college students with identification.
visit
For more information,
www.clevelandart.org.

-

Gallery 324
Greg Terepka
"Bold Intentions"
Feb. 10 - Feb 24
10 a.m. - 5 p.m. weekdays
10 a.m. - t p.m. Saturday

Sitting on Fridays
Every Friday, 4:30 - 5:45 p.m.
McGaw Chapel
Need to calm your mind? Meditate
in McGaw each Friday. No experience necessary, though tudents new
to meditation should arrive 20 minutes early to learn the basics.
Contact K.P. Hong for more information.

Founded in 2005, Gallery 324 primarily features Ohio artists, and is
located in the Galleria at Erieview,
1301 East Ninth Street, Cleveland,
Ohio. Curated by Marcus Bales, the
show includes 22 flowers individually posed near a light source. '
An opening reception will be held
on Feb. 10 from 9 p.m.

V.

'

4

"Answering Your Call"
;
Every Friday, 3 -- 4 p.mi
Lilly House, 1452 Beall Avenue

t

6--

Affair to Remember"
Cleveland Pops Orchestra
Feb. 9, 2007 (today)
Severance Hall, Cleveland, Ohio

"An

'VJ

8 p.m.

Led by conductor Carl Topilow,
the Cleveland Pops will perform love
songs for Valentine's Day, including
"My Funny Valentine," "Tara's
Theme" from '.'Gone with the Wind"
and music from "Titanic." passionate
selections. Special guests include
twin vocalists Will and Anthony
Nunziata , the saxophone of Greg
Banaszak and a tango perfomance by
Rebecca Sweet and Heriberto Perez.
0,
Call (216)
or toll-frat
8.
(800)
241-600-

Bring' a pen and notebook, and
enjoy tea and doriuts while doing
creative journaling.
Dianna K. Rhyan, Director of the
Lilly Project, is the host. All students and staff are welcome.

Gran Bel Fisher
Josh Krajcik Band
Seattle's Coffee House
Mar.

S

Touring to promote his album
"Full Moon Cigarette," Fisher
on Jimmy
recently performed
Kimmel Live.

49th Annual Grammy Awards
Feb. 1 1 (this Sunday)

ee

CBS,

766-604-

8

p.m.

was wrong.

"Crazy"
Gnarls Barkley

"Not Ready to Make Nice"
The Dixie Chicks

through

Wooster professor nominated for Grammy
An album produced by College of
Wooster Professor of Music Jack
Gallagher lias been nominated for a
Grammy award.
The allium, "Oiseaux Kxotiques"
recorded by the Cleveland Chamber
orchestra and pianist Angelin Chang,

Album of the Year

it's good to the last

drop.

Vtoce Staff

Arts Editor

CAMPESINO!!!
CAMPESINO!!!
CAMPESINO!!!
CAMPESINO!!!

You are the frozen beverages
king.
You really whoop a llama.
About 73,100 people like El
Campesino.
I like you well.

Nathan Comstock

Justine McCullough

an idea of the lyrics

the

Viewers will peruse the galleries
that include approximately 50 paintings arranged in geographical order,
with canvases relating to Normandy,
the site
the resort town Trouville
of the honeymoon with his wife
and ending with Giverny,
Camille
the site of the celebrated water lilies
and where the artist spent the final
30 years of his life. Monet's famous .
series paintings, including the Grain
Stacks, Poplars and Rouen Cathedral
will also be featured
Curators of the exhibit include
lead curator Heather Lemonedes,
Ph.D., CMA associate curator of
drawings; Dr. Richard R. Brettell,
guest curator, University of Texas at
Dallas; Dr. David Steel, curator of
art, North Carolina
European
Museum of Art; and Dr. Lynn
Federle Orr, curator in charge of
European art, Fine Arts Museums of
San Francisco.
Museum
hours are Tuesday

One of the most recognizable and
well-knoartistic movements,
Impressionism is generally characterized as a painting that uses a wide
spectrum of unblended colors to
reflect light upon a moment in time.
The movement developed in late 19th
and early 20th century France and
included the popular painters Claude
Monet, Pierre Auguste Renoir and
Edgar Degas.
Monet, most notably the painter of
the famous "Water Lilies," will be the
focus of the upcoming Cleveland
Museum of Art exhibit.
Entitled "Monet in Normandy," the
show begins on Feb. 18 and runs until
May 20.
The exhibit will be the "first scholarly exhibition to celebrate the intimate relationship between Monet and
his native landscape," according to
the Museum Web site.
Though born in Paris, the artist
moved to the Normandy coast with
his family as a small child.
The subject matter of the coast
sandy beaches, picturesque cliffs, villages dotted with wheat and poppy
fields
appeared throughout his
long career, and particularly in his
early works at the beginning of the
wn

...

n

1860s.

Arts Editor

j:

movement

Impressionism

Justine McCullough

twenty-somethin-

"When I was on leave in the 2(X)3 -'2004 school year, the executive director,
of the Cleveland Chamber Symphony

"1

told him that

I

would be happy to

do that and I immediately began
attending rehearsals."
Gallagher sat in on rehearsals oller-in- g
suggestions to the conductor.
When the time came to record the
piece, he sat in the recording booth
with the engineer and followed along
in the score, making suggestions and
occasionally interrupting if some thing

, x

'

(fP (!

was assembled."

.

After the recording of "Oiseaux
Kxotiques" Gallagher was asked to
serve as recording producer for another album, Shostakovich's
"Piano
Concerto No. 1."
Although these albums were the
first that Gallagher had served as producer, he was no stranger to the
recording
process, having been
involved in the recording of several of
his own original pieces. During the
recording of his "Symphony in One
Movement," he was given the task of
assembling the various takes into one
piece.

Gallagher was not actually notified
of the nomination until he discovered

Professor of Music Jack Gallagher has been nominated for
"Best Instrumental Solo Performance with an Orchestra" at
this year's Grammy Awards (Photo courtesy OPI).
it on the Internet. Apparently the conductor had tried to notify him earlier,
but had had the wrong phone number
by one digit. Gallagher seemed fairly
optimistic about the record's chance of
success.

"With five nominees in each catego

though that's relatively a small
number, the odds are still slim. So we'll
hope for the best."
ry, even

The Grammy awards will lie held on
1
at the Staples Center in
The ceremony will be
aired on CBS at 8 p.m.

Sunday, Feb.
Los Angeles.

1
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Manning's performance was I love Manning, but the Colts
better than his commercials owe the win to Rex Grossman
At last, Colts fans can rejoice because their quarterback no longer has to face criticism that
can't win the big one. Instead, he has to hear criticism from people like Nick Holt saying that
the game was not won by Manning, but lost by Rex Grossman.
i nave peen, ana win probably continue to be, one of Manning's biggest doubters. But
even a
Tom Brady fan like myself would not go so far as
v
to say that Manning didn't win the game
because he did i
a big Way.
Look at the numbers: Manning completed 25 of 38
I
attempts for 236 yards and a touchdown. Yes, he had
Y &
an interception, but nobody is perfect. Even the
.
I
chrissweeney golden boy Brady fumbled a snap inside the 10- j,ne on )e 0pt,njn Jrjyg
gyp,.,. gQWJ
i
XXXIX. But like Brady, Manning did the most important thing; he at
I
'
won the game.
If you look at Grossman's stats they read something like this;
154 yards, a touchdown and two interceptions. The first of the
two interceptions came early in the fourth quarter and was the
i
biggest mistake he made because it put the Colts up 29-1- 7 and
sealed the Bears fate. Before that, he only had two botched
snaps (and the center can be blamed just as easily for those as
Grossman).
t
'In short: while Grossman's performance isn't going to go
down as one of the
best, it was not as bad as people
believe. He played one bad quarter, the fourth. Up until then,
the Bears were very much in the game.
I
But as usual, it isn't just about pure numbers. If it were about
numbers there would be no Manning vs. Brady debates. If peo
ple gave out the Super Bowl Most Valuable Player based on pure
numbers it probably would have gone to one of the Indianapolis w
running backs (Joseph Addai or Dominic Rhodes). It's about
clutch.
f i
Peyton Manning is notorious for
in the playoffs.
Whenever his team needed him most he wasn't there. But, facing an
early third and 10 from his own 47 yard-lin- e,
Manning did the
W
unthinkable: he came through in a big situation. Manning hit Reggie V
x...
for-rd
touchdown pass, answering the D'evin Hester kick
Wayne
(

So, I was watching ESPN and apparently Peyton Manning won the Super Bowl. Now, with this
one victory he's supposedly cemented his legacy as one of the greatest quarterbacks in the history of the National Football League. He even took home the Most Valuable Player Award after
'
.I
111 carrying
iy
me
team 10 victory.
.Cough, Cough, BS.
Look. I like 5, 230 lbs. quarterbacks with laser rocket arms
as much as the next guy, but the fact of the matter is that
,
Pevt on did not win the Super Bowl. He simply performed
acceptably. The defense performed far better than Indy's
offense, and if I had to name an MVP from the Colts
it would probably be Bob Sanders, who forced two
nickholt
'
turnovers, But the real reason the Colts won, and
t
t
Wthe man truly deserving of the Colts Super Bowl MVP, is Rex
Grossman.
Before you write this off as me writing another dumb column,
hear
me out.. Manning was far from spectacular. Completing 25 of
...
I
V;for 247 yards with a touchdown and an interception is
,
38
passes
a
i
i l
good, but hardly dominating. On top of that, the Colts only man
aged one touchdown on SIX redzone appearances. If Manning
had played well and punched at least a couple of those in, the
game would have never been close.
And it shouldn't have been, the way Rex Grossman and the
Bears offense were playing, in the first half, the Bears only managed one drive of longer than three plays. On top of that, they
had three turnovers. They would have been better off throwing
i 'jump balls. Chris Sweeney says that Grossman was not bad until
i
the fourth quarter. The truth is that Grossman failed to move the
ball down the field all day.
i
The sad thing is that the Bears actually did well running the ball,
so the passing lanes should have been free for Grossman. In fact, the
Colts were downright terrible at stopping the run, allowing an aver
i
age of 9.9 yards per carry on first down rushes. That's right, 9.9 yards
he had everything
per carry! Grossman did not have to win the game
do
it
was
screw
All
had
up.
he
not
the
Bears.
to
going for
Luckily for the Colts, Grossman did just that. He fumbled the snap not
M
ii
1
once but twice. Taking the snap is the most basic part of offense and both
times he simply pulled his hands out to soon. He collapsed when touched by a
return.
Colts defender (speaking of, that was a great pass from Manning to Wayne with
Had Manning failed, Chicago may have taken control of the game. But lie did
the defender hanging off him). On top of all that, he absolutely choked in the fourth
,n't; on third and 10 Manning still had the guts to do what lie does best: rack up the
quarter, throwing two interceptions. Actually, those- - two interceptions were jumpballs
numbers. For once, it was the Colts dictating to their opponents how the game would be
maybe they agreed with me that they would be better off. The two scoring drives he led started
played and not the other way around. This is all thanks to Manning.
run by Jones to get his only touchI leave Holt with this: how can a player who is named Super Bowl MVP not be responsible
on the Bears 43 and the Indy 40, and he still needed a rd
down of the day.
for the outcome of the game? Manning is the MVP of Super Bowl XLI. He had to have done
I've been to Rex Grossman's hometown of Bloomingt'on, Ind. His parents still live there and
something to win the game. And he did something so simple, so easy, it's almost embarrassing
are big Colts fans. When Rex was growing up I bet he always imagined leading the Colts to a
to say, even though it's true.
Super Bowl victory. Now he has.
For the first time in the playoffs, Manning was simply himself.
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Chris Sweeney and Nick Holt are the Sports editors

of The Wooster

Voice. You can contact both

of

them at

VoiceSportswooster.edu.

Please do so, because they would like it. Illustration by Andy Maluney
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The College of Wooster track and
field teams struggled in their third
meet of the indoor season, as the
Fighting Scot men placed ninth in a
m
field and the women finished
field at the Case
dead last in a
Invitational last Friday night.
s,
The Scot men were led by
who earned five of the eight
scoring finishes on the men's side.
Eric Dyer '10 turned in the Scots'
best performance of the day, scoring
in two individual events. Dyer placed
fourth in the long jump (20 feet, 3.5
inches) and fifth in the triple jump (41
feet, 6 inches).
Tristan Jordan '08 also scored in
the triple jump, finishing sixth (41
feet, 5 inches). Jordan came up just
short of scoring again in the long
jump, finishing in seventh, just .07
finisher.
meters behind the sixth-plaRick Drushal '07 was impressive
again, scoring the Scots highest finish
of the day. A throw of 46 feet, 2.5
inches earned Drushal third place in
the shot put.
star Tim Presto
Fellow two-spo- rt
'07 also scored for the Scots by finishing fifth in the 800 meters (2:03.06).
Terry Workman '10 earned the Scots
points in the distance events with a
fifth-plafinish in the 3000 meters
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Nick Holt
Sports Editor
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Track struggles during third meet
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Statistics prove that
Steve Nash is overrated

-w
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ar
Since we're almost to the
in
check
I
break, figured it was time to
So
far it
on the status of the league.
All-St-

10-tea-

12-tea-

m

first-year-

V,V)

ed

mid-seas-

te

'.

,
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has been a very interesting season
mean, the Raptors are at the top of
division,
their
Kobe Bryant and
A.I. have turned
into passers and
we all found out
Carmelo
that
is a fan
Anthony
nickholt
ot
the open-handslap, while Nate Robinson has
syndrome.
a serious case of short-ma- n
I don't care what anybody says; my
MVP is Gilbert Arenas.
Steve Nash is having another great
offensive season, but Arenas has some
how carried the Wizards to the top of
the Eastern Conference. Agent Zero
lias become the best clutch shooter in
the fime and is averaging around 30 a
game to go with 6.4 assists. That is 10
points per game more than Nash.
Arenas also turns the ball over less
and actually plays defense (1.9 steals
per game). Without Nash, the Suns
would still be a playoff team; without
Arenas, the Wizards would be a lost
I

on

cause.

(9:28.83).

The men's strong group of
also found success in short
events: Bryan Albani '10 and John
Officer '10 each finished in sixth place
hurdles and 400
in the
meters, respectively.
Ashley Zervos '07 was the women's
lone scorer. Her four points came
finish in
courtesy of a fourth-plac- e
(11:21.71).
meters
the 9000
The Scots came close to scoring in
first-yea- rs

55-me-

ter

Nicole Calderone '08 ran the mile in 6:11.81 at the Case
Invitational (Photo courtesy OPI).
two other events. Ali Drushal '09 fin- ished eighth in a field of 30 in the
200 meters with a time of 29.17.
KateLynn Riley '10 barely missed the
hurdles
final heat in the
and finished in eighth place with a
tine of 9.371
The Scots will look to turn things

2006-20- 07

55-met-

er

around today at the
Oberlin Invitational. A select group of
seven Scots will also compete tomorChampionships.
row at the
Albani, Rick Drushal, Dyer, Jordan
and Dicrre Taylor '0!i will compete
for the men. Ali Drushal and Riley
will compete lor the women.
non-scori-

ng

All-Oh- io

SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM

A group of faculty and staff are available to confidentially assist survivors of, or those who know survivors of, sexual assault.
For assistance please contact:

Nancy Anderson
Mary Bader
Shirley Huston-Fimlle- y
Dianna Rhyan
Carroll Meyer

Longbrake
Kauke 005
VVishart

118

The Lilly House
Westminster Church

Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.

8319
8357

433
8301

8808

Students may also call the College counselorsmedical staff at Ext. 8319 or a
Campus Minister at Ext. 8608. To report an assault, contact the Wooster City
or Campus Security at Ext. 8f!H.
Police at 91 1 (emergencies) or (330)
access:
Information,
http:www.woostcr.edupolicics.
please
For
864-33- 33,

I also did a little math to see how the
two matched up. I counted assists as
two points and added them to the
players' ppg to get a player's scoring
plays ht game. Arenas averaged 42.2
while Nash averaged 42.9. However,
Nash plays in a far more
system, resulting in his team averag
ing five points per game more than the
Wizards. So I then used my true
points per game to see what percent- age of his team's points each was
responsible for. The result: Nash was
credited with 38.5 percent of his
team's points, while Arenas was
responsible for 39.7 percent of the
Wizards'. This shows that Arenas is,
at the very least, equally iniwrtant to
his team's offense if not better. Add in
that Arenas is a good defender, versus
Nash, who is the worst defensive player on his team, and Arenas is unquestionably Ih the MVP thusfar.
Of course, the most recent news
game. A rookcenters on the
ie averaging under six points per game
up-tem-

All-St-

ar

po

(Tyrus Thomas) is talking about how
competi- meaningless the slam-dun- k
rookie,
is.
A
tion
vs.
Nique
What happened to the
slam-dunold?
of
For
k
Jordan
contests
that matter, what happened to
Vinsanity? I feel like I'm missing out,
and I can't understand why a guy like
LeBron James won't participate. His
rookie year lie turned the fourth quarter of the Rookie Challenge into a
slam dunk contest, so he's not afraid of
injury. So what's the problem? My
only hope is that Dwight Howard
busts out something crazy so an actubench-warmi-

al

All-St-

ar

ng

will win.

With that, there are also the usual
game. The
snubs from the .All-St- ar
worst snub is Micheal Redd (I know
Melo got left off, too, but he'll be an
injury replacement anyway). Before
his injury, Redd was arguably playing
better than anyone in the East. I le was
averaging around 28 points per game
and he actually plays defense.
Somebody from the Bulls (either Deng
or Gordon) should have probably gotten a sot, too, and the Bulls still have
since his
yet to have an All-StAirness left the Windy City.
Perhaps the bigger story is the age
difference between the two teams. The
Eastern squad is filled with young
only six members were
players
born before 1980. The West, meanwhile, has eight members born pre-19and two of their younger numbers (Boozer and Ming) are hurt and
will not le playing. What this means
is that while the West is currently bet
ter, the East is younger and may be
well on their way to catching up.
On a personal note, I do not like it
that the game is J'ing held in Las
Vegas. I am completely aware that
players can let anywhere, but it is
sending the wrong message.
I hoe that this isn't a sign that
David Stern is considering having a
franchise there. Stern has done so
much to dean up the game's image
(the Bengals have surpassed the
Blazers' number of arrests) and putting a team in Vegas is asking lir
trouble.
ar

80

Nitk is a Sports editor Jin the Voice.
E-m-

ail

him:

KlloltOSQuvosteredu.
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Women's basketball win streak snapped at four
X

'

'

I

Johann Weber

1.1

I

3)

2.)Wittenbe(U-2)(19-3- )

Voice Staff
With the winter sports season rapidly nearing its climax, the women's basketball team (
6 NCAC) finds
itself in a heated competition for the
fourth place Sxt in their conference.
Sitting behind Allegheny College (15-- 7,
),
who currently holds the spot
'with a one and a half-galead (and
who the Scots beat 77-in overtime
Jan. 24), the Scots are hoping to secure
the spot and give themselves home
court advantage for one game of the
upcoming NCAC tournament.
Vying for the same position is
Kenyon College, who at press time held
lead on Wooster at 5.
a half-gaTwo teams are also tied for second with
records only two games up on Wooster:
Ohio Wesleyan and Wittenberg are
both at 4 in conference play. Wooster
faces OWU again (after beating them
on Feb. 2
on Feb. 14, and
Wittenberg immediately following on
Feb. 17. Beating those two could give
Wooster the edge necessary to become
a serious contender.
Wooster's most recent games saw
win streak into
them turn a three-gam- e
a four, beating OWU with a strong first
half showing and maintaining that lead
through the second. Carly Loehrke '07
led the Scots with 24 points and nine
rebounds followed by Beth Besancon
Sidle '07, who scored 15 points and five
assists. The victory against OWU was
Wooster's first since the 1997-9- 8 season, and it showed a
strength which Wooster hopes will
power them into the post season.

3.) Ohio Wesleyan
4.) Wabash (6-5.) Earlham (6--
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7)

6) Hiram
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9)Oberlin(3-10)(4-17-

10.) Denison
As of Feb. 7
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(9-1-
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(3-1-

(4-1- 8)
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Denison
(12-9- )
Wittenberg (9-(15-7- )
3.) Allegheny (9-(13-9- )
4. ) Ohio Wesleyan (8-(11-1)
5. ) Kenyon
(12-16. ) Wooster (7-7.) Earlham
8.) Hiram
(13-0-

.)

2. )

)

(19-3-

)

4)

5)

5)

(8-5-

1)

0)

6)

(4-1-

(1-1-

(5-1- 9)

1)
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2)

9)Oberlin(l-12)(5-16-
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As of Feb. 7

Standings Key
Clinched NCAC Title
Team (NCAC Record) (Overall Record)
Standings According to D3hoops.com
x-

-

D3hoops.com Men's Top 25
(23-0- )
(19) (619) (1)
Point (18-2- ) (6) (605) (3)
2.)
3.) St. Thomas (19-2- ) (560) (6)
4.) Virginia Wesleyan (19-3- ) (523) (8)
5. ) Wooster (18-3- ) (513) (2)
6. ) Hope (17-2- ) (472) (9)
7. ) Wittenberg (18-3- )
(457) (11)
(18-8. )
(455) (5)
9. ) Mississippi College (18-2- ) (429) (4)
(378) (10)
10. ) Augusuna (17-4- )
1 1 . ) Washington
U (16-3- ) (343) (7)

1.)

Amherst
UW-Steve-

'A

62-5- 7)

late-seas-

(8-1-

5)

Women's Basketball
x-1-

8--

.

)

)

8)

8)

7--

me

(7-1-

7.) Allegheny (5-8.) Kenyon (5--

i

9-5-

)

(6-7-

(14-8-

(8-- 5)

(9-13-

7)

7--

12-1- 0,

.

Mea'f Basketball
WoortCTflM) (19--

UW-Oshko-

Annie Henley '10 looks to find an open teammate against Allegheny College. The Scots lost to
(Photo by Mac Buehler).
the Gators, leaving their season series tied at
1- -1

got down early in the first half but battled back to brig. the score to 31-before the Tigers went on a run and
lead.
ended the half with a
Wooster managed to narrow the gap
in the second half cutting the score to
51-with
remaining.
8:16
Unfortunately that was as close as the
Scots got, losing by the final score of

Following their win over OWU, the
ladies faced Denison University (19-- 3,
),
1
to the Big
falling painfully
Red, who clinched the regular season
conference title with their victory.
While Wooster made numerous
attempts to close the point gap, they
could pull no closer than 15. Loehrke
scored a team-hig- h
16 points in the
game and pulled down four rebounds.
On Feb. 7 the Scots fell at home to
the Allegheny Tigers 64-5-5.
The Scots

25

48-8-

13-0-

14-po-

int

47

64-5- 5.

Winnie Adrien '10 led the Scots with
16 points, while tallying five rebounds

and four steals. Besancon Sidle also had
a strong day recording 14 points and
six rebounds, while Loehrke had a
game-hig-

h

1

rebounds and eight

1

points.

Next up for the team is an away
game against Hiram College on Feb.
10, after which they will prepare for
their final matches against OWU and
Wittenberg. The end of the regular
season is marked by the NCAC tournament, which begins Feb. 20.

ns

4)

sh

12. )Elmhurst(16-4)(302)(12-

)

13. )Whirworth(19-2)(286)(13- )

Occidental (14) (229) (18)
Carthage (14-6- ) (205) (17)
16. ) New York University (164) (195) (25)
(187) (20)
17. ) Johns Hopkins (19-2- )
(175) (21)
18. ) Puget Sound (16-19. ) Ohio Northern (16-5- ) (171) (14)
20. ) Worcester Polytech (17-2- ) (169) (15)
21. ) Aurora (19-2- ) (162) (16)
Crosse (14-7- ) (154) (22)
22. ) UW-L- a
23. ) Chicago (1M) (150) (19)
24. ) Guilford (16-3- ) (99) (24)'
25. ) Wheaton (111.) (14-6- ) (58) )
14. )

15. )

4)

(--

Dropped Out: No. 23 Bates
.
Poll Key
Team (Record) (No. 1 Votes) (Votes) (Last Week)
Poll According to D3hoops.com, as of Feb. 4.

Scots sufferfirst NCAC loss, kill Hiram
Men
Wittenberg 71, Ohio Wesleyan 64
Four days after knocking off The

College of Wooster (19-3- ), the
Wittenberg University (
Tigers
were pushed to the limit against Ohio
and preWesleyan University (14-1 9-- 3)

8)

vailed 7

1--

1-

-2

UW-Steve-

Point 68,

ns

keeps Wittenberg at
in conference, a game behind

Wooster for first place. The Bishops
will have to settle for third place for
the loss put the final nail in the coffin
that is their NCAC title dreams. Ohio
Wesleyan sports an 5 NCAC record.
The Bishops were playing without
their leading scorer Ben Chojnacki and
five minutes into the game Wittenberg
took a 15-- 9 lead. But over the course of
the half, Ohio Wesleyan would chip
nt
away at it until it was a mere
advantage at halftime.
Ohio Wesleyan enjoyed a lead for the
first 13 minutes of the second half,
expanding it to 0 w ith 7:26 left.
Coming out of a timeout, guard
David Nowicki drained a three pointer
for the Tigers and Dane Borchers
added five more points to seize the
lead. The Tigers fell back on air tight
8--

one-poi-

57-5-

UW-L- a

Wittenberg

Crosse 65

continued from p.

Point (19-- 2) successfully defended their No. 3 ranking in Div.
Ill as they warded off No. 22 ranked
UW-Steve- ns

68-6-

V

r

1

Chris Sweeney
Sports Editor

Cross (15-by the count of
win
It is the second three-poi- nt
Cross this year.
over UW-L- a
Point
The win allowed
to capitalize off of Wooster's loss to
Wittenberg and. rise one spot to No. 2.
UW-L- a
Crosse was not punished by
the pollsters for their loss, as they
stood pat at No. 22.
La Crosse led early in the game until
Stevens Point jumped out to a 0 run
taking a 10-- 4 lead. The Pointers maintained their lead for most of the half
going up 2 at halftime.

UW-L- a

64.

.The huge win
1

defense to maintain their slim margin
to the seven-poi- nt
victory.

7)

5.

UW-Steve- ns

.

8--

7.

Stevens Point built up a
lead with 9:08 in the second half, but
La Crosse cut down into it until it was
int

nt
lead (68-6a mere
with
1:15 left in the game. The Eagles had a
chance to tie the game with
seconds
five-poi-

3)

1

1

left, but turned the ball over with just
a second left.

Brief

pi

3--

37-3-

13-po-

Wooster remained within six for
the next four minutes until Evan
Will '03 cut the lead all the way
down to one with a big offensive
board followed by a key lay up at the
2:24 mark.
Wooster forced a turnover and on
the next possession, Faulk drove to
the hoop and gave the Scots their
first lead since they were up 2 early
on in the game.' Wittenberg
answered with a three bringing the
Score to 69-6Brandon Johnson '09 turned it
over on the ensuing possession, but
Wittenberg couldn't capitalize and in
the scramble, Johnson broke away
and dunked it down to knot the game
up at 69 with just 1:11 to play.
Wittenberg's star Dane Borchers
nt
lead by
gave the Tigers a
splitting a pair of free throws with
54 seconds left. Cooper turned it
over on the next possession, allowing
Wittenberg to milk the clock then
stick in the dagger, as Greg Hill hit a
short jump shot with 10 seconds left
9.
to put the Tigers up
After exchanging free throws,
Wooster tried an
pass, but it
was tipped by a Wittenberg player,
sealing the game for the Tigers.
Cooper led the team with 23 points
along with three assists. Port and
Faulk followed with 18 and 16
respectively. Will had a monster
game on the boards with a team-- I
leading 14, including seven on the
offensive end.
The biggest factor was three-poi- nt
percentage; Wooster shot 36 percent
to Wittenberg's 53 percent. The
Scots did, however,
the.

j

by Chris Sweeney

!

NCAC Relays currently in progress

one-poi-

72-6-

,

all-co-

!

j

!

urt

Marty Bidwell '09 drives to the' bucket against Wittenberg.
The Scots fell 74-7- 1 (Photo by Mac Buehler).

pulled away, going on a 0 run and rebounds, with seven of those comlead. But once again
seizing a 19-ing on the offensive side of the court.
Hiram came back with a 0 run of
Following Will was Cooper with
their own.
14, Port with 13 and Marty Bidwell
Wooster would not let Hiram take '09 with 10. Robert Melick '10 was
charge and mounted a 10-- 3 run takalso in double figures with
ing a 29-2- 0 lead.
Wooster's quest for the NCAC title
Hiram battled back and the Scots continues on the road tomorrow
lead when Wooster
7
sported a
2,
6)
against Wabash College
came alive. The Scots would not at 2 p.m. Wabash is currently fourth
allow another Hiram field goal for place in the NCAC, tied with Hiram.
the remainder of the half and roared The Scots continue to work the road
Tigers 32-2Wooster finished their three-gam- e
into halftime up
on Wednesday, as they head ' to
home stand with a thrashing of
The Scots fed olf of the momenKenyon College 2,
for a 7:30
90-7- 3.
Hiram College 5,
tum they seized at halftime, coming p.m. tip off.
The Scots came out fast, going up out with eight unanswered points
Wooster wraps up their season
but watched as the Terriers bat- -i and capped a 21-- 2 run. Hiram never here in Tiniken Gymnasium on Feb.
tied back, cutting their lead down to got back into the game.
17 against third place Ohio Wesleyan
Will had a monster game with a University (14-- 7,
one at
The Scot senJust as Hiram caught up, the Scots team-leadiand 12 iors will be recognized at this game.
6--

12

5--

10-poin-

31-2-

ts.

6--

(9-1-

out-rebou- nd

I

4.

i

5-- 7)

(9-1-

(7-1-

The swim teams are in the midst of the North Coast Athletic
Conference Championshps in Canton, Ohio. They have been
competing since Feb. 8 and will conclude Feb. 10. Results
were unavailable at press time (Photo by Katharine Tatum)

11

42-2- 7.

i

,

1

6-- 7)

9-- 2,

13-1- 2.

8-- 4).

ng

15-poi-

nts
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First Place
801-11-
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n

the sweet
smell of victory.
There are so many
people I would
ni 'l holt
like to thank,
namely Sweeney who choked In the
clutch as we made our bowl pics.
Since this is the first season of
Voice Pick 'Em, I decree that the trophy shall henceforth be called the
Memorial to Nick Holt's Extreme
Awesomcncss

mo-is-

s

.614
All 1 have to say
is: at least I finished
above Vogel. I can

All

vO

o

.

.630
00

o

Second Place
i

8

and Dominance Trophy.
i

I

rhrissweeney

stomach losing to
that lucky little

Holt guy. But VogcL.no way. I mean
seriously, he's the News editor! How
would that reflect If the Sports editor
lost to the News editor in pick 'em?
Oh and Nick did cheat. He stunk In
and changed my picks before the paper
went out. My real record is 319-0.

f
1

mHriMi.imnnl

Third Place
195-18-

4

.611

Predicting
the
outcome of games
is mostly a crao
fill fin

t

cheated

nml

because

he's on steroids anyway. In a couple of
weeks, he'll probably lose his title just
like Floyd I.andis.
On another note, there's not a more
deserving Super Bowl winner than
Tony Dungy. Contrary to popular
belief, nice guys don't always finish last.

